Book 26
Netzoch Israel Lo Ishaker

Eternal Israel Does not Lie
Moshe Siselsender
2000 years of Divine Protection of Jews

I God swear with my right arm and Holy Name the following:
I God have shaped historical events to protect the Jews.

I God planted in the heads of Constantine in year 310 and his half
brother to hate each other and fight for control of the Roman Empire. I God was the one who made him offer to have Christianity become the
dominant religion of Rome if he won. He won. It was I God who inspired Paul of Tarsus to preach Christianity and change the name of the son of God
from Diaynosis or Hercules to Jesus. Paul was not converting them to the concept that the Godhead was a partnership. That concept the non Jews already
possessed. Paul merely changed the name of the son to Jesus; the name of the mother to Mary; and the sages to Jerusalem when the Jewish Temple
existed. Paul added the Jewish Bible. Paul only converted non Jews; never Jews. Paul himself was a Pahrasee an observant Orthodox Jew.
Paul wanted to enlist an army of gentiles to assist the Jews against the Romans. Paul explicitly admonished and warned the Christians not to
harm Jews.

I God wanted non Jews to accept the Jewish Bible and help Jews acquire Eretz Israel-Israel.

That is the reason
that Christianity lasted these 2000 years. It was because of the Jews. Christians are duty bound by me God to help Jews keep the historical Israel
Judea Shomron East Jerusalem the Old City of Jerusalem the Golan and Gaza.

That is the reason
I God had Constantine and his brother have a civil war. That is the reason Constantine won. That is the reason I planted in the head of Constantine to
select Christianity as opposed to all the other Mid Eastern and Eastern mystery religions. Christianity borrowed all their rituals and
prayers from the other Mid Easten and Eastern Mystery Religions.

Certain Christian denominations in 2013 oppose my decree. Let this be
a warning to them. I God give life and bestow death to those who cross my word. There exists no reinterpretation of what I wrote in the Bible that I God
decree that Jews get Israel. The Church of Scotland and other Protestant Churches will go up in smoke if they cross my will. The very Muslims
whom they flatter and side with at the expense of the Jews will kill them as they did in London in May 2013 and killed and wounded hundreds during
2005 when they blew up British citizens.

Muslims did the same to over 3000
Americans on September 11, 2001 when they hijacked planes and crashed them into the Twin Towers in NYC and the Pentagon in Washington,
D.C.

Muslims again on April 2013 killed and wounded Americans in Boston.

The more the
Europeans and Americans kiss the of the Arabs the more hatred they receive in return.

I God Protected the Jews from 325 to 600 with the
fragmented hundreds of different sects of Christians each killing one another.

In the year 600 the Roman empire was
over run by the Barbarians. Roman Catholics had the pillar of their support evaporate. They were too weak to harm the Jews.
Furthermore, in the year 625 Islam arose that challenged the Christians. The Muslims conquered North Africa Asia Minor Asia and half of
the Iberian Peninsula—half of Spain. That further weakened the Christian Churches and their ability to harm Jews.
Furthermore, the Eastern half of the Roman Empire split from the Western half in 400. The Eastern Catholics - the Greek Orthodox developed customs
opposed to the Roman Catholic Church.

Since the Christians are descendants of Geeks and Romans
they inherited their mind set of no compromise.

“Every thing had to be my way or the high way.”
Therefore all disputes were settled by the sword.

The Greek Orthodox in the year 1185 killed
tens if not hundreds of thousands of Roman Catholics.

In the year 1210-1215 the Roman
Catholics repaid the favor. They organized an army and devastated all the Greek Orthodox cities killing all men women and children.
The Roman Catholics then divided up the spoils of land captured. The Greek Orthodox eventually raised an army and drove out the invading
Roman Catholics.

However, both groups were weakened by the
blood shed.

By now the Eastern Roman Empire was so weakened that they were ready to be plucked by the Turks. The Turks
delivered the death blow that made history of the Eastern Roman Empire.
Now the Greek Catholic Church found itself as a minority at the mercy of the Turkish Muslim rulers.

The Jews were
not harmed by the wars of the Greek Orthodox with the Roman Catholics.

The Greek Orthodox had long ago driven the Jews from their
land. The area was Juden rein cleansed of Jews
Therefore when the two groups were killing each other I God made sure no Jews would get hurt.
The same was true 300 years later 1530-1620 when the Catholics were butchering the Protestants and the Protestants were murdering the Catholics there.
were few if any Jews in the battle zones.

All the Jews had been banished. Therefore, only
Christians got killed.

When Hitler in 1934 banned Jews from all professions
German Jews left to other countries and their lives were saved. They were not in Europe during the holocaust. Thus the hatred and venom of Martin
Luther in his books- The Jews and their Lies and Hashem Hamefurosh that advised his followers to drive the Jews out turned out to save
their lives.

Thus a close eye look to what happened in Europe reveals that the anti-Semitic preaching of the Roman Catholic
and Protestant Churches from 1290-1650 resulted in the Jews being thrown out from all of Western Europe Spain and Portugal. Thus when
Catholics were killing Protestants and Protestants were butchering Catholics Jews were not hurt.
They were driven out before.

Thus when American Universities would not let Jews enter it was in a sense a blessing. They
were not able to meet and marry non Jewish women.

Even when the policy of universities were reversed and they did admit Jews
there existed one Protestant College that threatened that unless Jews give up the idea of Jews being the chosen people and only those who accept Jesus as the
son of God and God are chosen would not pass the required course in Philosophy.

The final grade was determined by the term paper
assigned "my philosophy of life"

One student who had all A & B marks wrote a term paper that Judaism was his philosophy.
He received a non passing grade. He was forced to take an other course to compensate for the course he failed. He had completed 24 credits all the required credits to
receive a master in education and psychology in the short span of 4 months. He had all A and B marks in all the other courses other than philosophy.
After completing successfully another course, he elected to write a thesis rather than take another three courses.
He was discouraged and informed that the same professor who failed him would be one of the professors reviewing the thesis. The student
insisted in writing the thesis.

The topic of the thesis was discipline. He integrated his thesis with current psychological studies as well as
ideas gleaned from the Talmud. His thesis was rejected although his assigned advisor who guided him was supportive in every aspect.
He was failed and banned from attending the college in the future. No explanation was given.
Why?

The answer is because the student asked too many whys.
I can understand that a religious seminary has the right to demand that any one attending be a member of the same faith as the
However for a liberal arts college licensed by the State and receiving Government and private contributions such
a policy is anathema.

What made matters worse is the fact that the student was first approached by his
philosophy professor after he was accepted as a matriculated student by the college.
If the college had such a policy the college should have been open and advised the student before
accepting him that such was their policy. Thus the student forfeited his degree because he refused to accept that only one who accepts Jesus as the son of
God and God himself is chosen; not a Jew who clings to his beliefs.

When the student wrote his
paper that Judaism was his philosophy a message was sent to him by failing him that such a philosophy was not acceptable.
He was too dumb to internalize this message and wrote his thesis integrating Judaism with modern studies of
psychology. He proved that Judaism was not archaic and had practical value for today.
He was failed and thrown out of the school. He was told never to return. He was forbidden to take any course in the future. Why?
I am not going to name this college.
However, their blatant anti-Semitism turned out to be a blessing in disguise. The student enrolled in
a non sectarian university and became a professional.

would he have received the master in psychology he would have had
very little practical use.
The ban on Jews entering universities prompted wealthy Jews to build universities under Jewish auspices. Brandeis
University, Yesivah University and Touro College in the USA and Israel.

In Israel - Hebrew University, Bar
Illan University
Ben Gurion
University in the
Negev and the
University in Judea
recently certified.
Thus driving Jews out is in the long run a blessing. All this is the work of me God. Thus one can see if he is honest that I God protect the Jews.
In 1917 I God caused the events that precipitated the Balfour declaration and the league of Nation declaration to establish in all of Israel an
independent Jewish State. The series of events that followed resulted in the establishment of the State of Israel.

All this is my
work. Let the Jews not be stupid and try to win the love and good will of the Europeans and the Arabs.

Jews will always be hated. This is a
fact. There always existed anti-Semitism and will always exist no matter what Jews do or do not. The only difference today in 2013 Jews are capable of
destroying all those be it 1 or 100 or 1,000 or 1 million or 1 billion or several billion of Jewish enemies who want Jewish blood.
Jews can depend only on me God and themselves.

Do not be
deluded by sweet talk from a man whose grandfather was Jewish who ran for President and lost and is now the secretary of State in the USA.
Signed
Netzech Isreal Lo
Ishaker
Eternal of Isreal
Does Not Lie.